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Our Story...

At Barton Marine we believe that performance and 
value go hand in hand. Our passion is to provide 
a comprehensive line of marine deck gear that 
exceeds your expectations for reliability, quality  
and longevity.   

Whether coastal cruising, blue water sailing, or competing 
in your class, we promise to provide definitive style so your 
sailing experience is both exciting and a pleasure.    

We manufacture in England, under one big roof, in our 
own factory, where quality control, continuity and service 
are paramount. And we don’t rest on our laurels. Our 
design team is obsessed with upgrading, generating and 
constructing new marine designs and developments that 
deliver sailing solutions based on your requirements. We 
refuse to disappoint.  

Barton is a global supplier, stocked in 33 countries through 
a loyal and expanding network of distributors whom we 
consider friends, fellow sailors and colleagues.   

Barton has been expanding for 65 years – we are never 
satisfied – we strive to improve - we grow better with age.    

Our new Barton catalogue features a number of  
unique offerings:

• Victory collection of precision engineered Classic 
Wooden blocks.

• Wear pads and discs in carbon fibre, Kevlar and  
clear polyurethane.

• ‘T’ lock deck hatches with superior durability  
and resilience. 

• Advanced - designed furlers for dinghies and dayboats. 
• Carbon fibre tiller extensions for lightweight  

robust performance.  
• Replica laser dinghy control line packages. 
• UPVC winch handle holders. 
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Product guide 
To ensure your safety, your yacht’s performance and to make certain that you 
receive the best value for money, we provide guides to help clarify your deck  
gear choices.

The diagrams on page 6 and 7 help to explain how to achieve the task you are trying 
to accomplish from increasing your purchase on your kicker system or ensuring your 
halyards are lead back into the cockpit correctly.

Some tips when selecting and fitting blocks...
• Ensure the block is strong enough for the job required, rope capacity does not  

denote strength
• Plain bearing versus ball bearing sheave – ball bearing sheaves do not hold the same 

load as plain sheaves – see page 5 for advice
• Check line capacity is sufficient. A tight fit will cause friction, side plate and line wear.
• Always ensure a fair lead. Blocks are designed to run at maximum load bearing and 

efficiency with the load running directly through the central axis.
• Never load one sheave of a double block. This will cause the block to fall to one side 

and create side plate and line wear.
• When fitting blocks to the mast head always ensure that there is sufficient articulation.
• When fitting mainsheet cam cleat blocks, ensure that the cam cleat is set at the correct 

angle to allow easy release in an emergency.
• Foot blocks & cheek blocks should always be through-bolted for maximum strength.

Care of blocks and deck fittings...
• Regularly rinse blocks and deck fittings with fresh water to remove salt.
• Ensure that sheaves run freely.
• Check all mast head blocks on a regular basis.
• Check shackles for signs of strain or overload.
• Inspect cam cleats (where fitted) for excessive wear.
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6:1 Mainsheet plus 24:1 fine tune
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Slab reef

8:1 Cascaded kicker
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Beam track

End fitting should be bolted through the track and the deck

S/S Hex boltLarge washer
Fill hole with sealant

DeckBacking pad
SealantLarge washer

Lock nut

Traveller car

End fitting
Max. distance unsupported

Cockpit cross section
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Double Upright Block
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Angled pad




2:1 Traveller cleats on end

3:1 Traveller cleats on end

4:1 Traveller cleats on end

4:1 Remote cleats

Link plate

2:1 Remote cleat

3:1 Remote cleat

Double take offs

Beam track fitting

Clutch winch

Winch deck organiser

Spinnaker pole

3:1 Genoa car

4:1 Genoa car

Halyard led aft
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Deck organisersBoat size * 

8m 

9.5m 

10m 

14.5m

Size 1 - 28mm Sze 2 - 38mm 

Boat size * 

7m 
8.5m 

11.5m 
14.5m

20mm ‘T’ track 25mm ‘T’ track 32mm ‘T’ track 32mm ‘T’ track HIGH LOAD 

Boat size * 

8.5m 

11m 

13m

Series 1 - 20mm Series 2 - 26mm Series 3 - 30mm 

Boat size * 

5.5m 
8.5m 

11m 
14m

Series 0 - 16mm Series 1 - 20mm Series 2 - 26mm Series 3 - 30mm 

Boat size * 

 
6m 9m 10m 11.5m 13m 14m

Series 0 - 20mm sheave 
Series 1 - 30mm sheave 

Series 2 - 35mm sheave 
Series 3 - 45mm sheave 

Series 4 - 54mm sheave 
Series 5 - 58mm sheave 

Series 6 - 64mm sheave 
Series 7 - 70mm sheave 

Boat size * 

6m 7m 8m 8.5m 11m 11.5m 13m 14m

Series 0 - 20mm sheave 
Series 1 - 30mm sheave 

Series 2 - 35mm sheave 
Series 3 - 45mm sheave 

Series 4 - 54mm sheave 
Series 5 - 58mm sheave 

Series 6 - 64mm sheave 
Series 7 - 70mm sheave 

Boat size * 

5m 6m 7m 10m 11.5m 13m 14m

Series 0 - 20mm sheave 
Series 1 - 30mm sheave 

Series 2 - 35mm sheave 
Series 3 - 45mm sheave 

Series 4 - 54mm sheave 
Series 5 - 58mm sheave 

Series 6 - 64mm sheave 
Series 7 - 70mm sheave 

Boat size * 

5.5m 
7m 

10m 11.5m 13m 14m

Series 1 - 30mm sheave 
Series 2 - 35mm sheave 

Series 3 - 45mm sheave 
Series 4 - 54mm sheave 

Series 5 - 58mm sheave 
Series 6 - 64mm sheave 

Series 7 - 70mm sheave 

Replica laser kit

Suggested boat size

Laser Replica 15:1 Kicking strap assembly

The Barton kicking strap assembly gives all the advantages of systems costing twice 

the price. 15:1 purchase is achieved through clever design of the base plate, fitted 

with the unique Barton swivelling triple cam block. It is simple to fit and easy to use.

Contains:Barton base plate, Spectro anodised aluminium with three fixing bolts

00930 Series 0 triple, swivel, cam block attached to base plate by shackle

00110 Series 0 single fixed eye block attached to base plate by shackle

00211 Series 0 double block with becket

01091 Series 1 single tang block with becket and curved kicker key for boom

1.2m x 4mm dyneema for primary red control line

3m x 4mm line for secondary red control line

Laser Replica Outhaul assembly

The Barton outhaul assembly is class legal offering the same purchase as 

standard systems fitted. Our outhaul is simple, lightweight and strong and comes 

with a simple toggle release for the mainsail clew.

Contains:00110 Series 0 single fixed eye (fitted to short red strop)

00111 Series 0 single fixed eye becket (fitted to primary red line)

00110 Series 0 single fixed eye, (attaches to gooseneck by twist shackle  

or line – not supplied)
Primary line 2m x 4mm red dyneema, Short strop 0.24m x 4mm red dyneema

Secondary line 4m x 4mm blue line, Elastic 1.5m x 4mm

Laser Replica Mast base assembly

Comprises two size 0 fixed eye blocks built into the stainless steel mount for 

added security and no risk of twisting.

Contains:Stainless steel mast base plate with two loops

00110 Series 0 blocks x 2Laser Replica Cleat base assembly

The replica cleat mount comes fitted with two mini K Cams and our new pillar 

fairlead design for ease of adjustment from all angles.

Contains:Cleat base with two fixing holes

70100 K Cam mini cleats x 2

70105 K Cam pillar fairleads x 2Laser Replica Cunningham assembly

The Barton Cunningham assembly comes with 8:1 purchase for those who find 

the standard system a struggle. It is simple to fit and easy to use. Components can 

be configured to be class legal.

Contains:00110 Series 0 single fixed eye (attached to primary red line through sail eye)

00110 Series 0 single fixed eye ( attached to secondary yellow line short tail)

Primary line 0.44m x 4mm red dyneema (with long and short loops)

Secondary line 3.5m x 4mm yellow line (large loop provided with long and  

short tails)
Disclaimer:Barton fittings are high quality replacements that perform the same function as the original part. They should not be 

confused with official parts bearing the Laser® registered trademark. They cannot be used if you are sailing at an 

Association event. However, they are perfect for social sailing, sailing schools, club sailing or training. Laser® is a registered 

trademark owned by Velum Limited and currently licensed for use in Europe to Laser Performance (Europe) Limited.

Barton Marine Equipment Limited is fully independent of both Laser Performance (Europe) Limited and Velum Limited.

Blocks

Systems

Mainsheet blocks end beam

Traveler systems

Pin stop genoa cars

Recirculating genoa cars

Primary genoa winch

Secondary halyard winch

DO 550 rope clutches

Spinnaker sheet / guy blocks

Kicker blocks

Mast base / halyard blocks

Boat size * 

7m 
8m 

9.5m 
10m 11.5m

Single speed 8:1 Twin speed 16:1 Twin speed 23:1 

Boat size * 

7m 
8m 

9.5m 
10m 11.5m

Single speed 8:1 Twin speed 16:1 Twin speed 23:1 

Boat size * 

 
8m 

9.5m 
10m 

11m

DO 550 rope clutch 

1

2

3

4

5

98076

2

98077

3

98078

4

98079

5

98075

1

Fixed Eye
With a plain attachment eye.

Snap Shackle
With a cast stainless steel swivelling snap 
shackle - ideal for quick-release downhauls 
or vang tackles.

Becket
All the appropriate blocks are available 
with or without becket.

Our suggested boat size table on page 77 is designed to help you correctly identify the 
right size of product for your application. From picking the correct size of blocks for your 
mainsheet system to ensuring you have the right size and type of blocks for your mast 
base, we provide some simple rules to consider when choosing a product.

Our team of experienced sailors are always available to assist you when making choices. 
Please contact us by phone or email at any time.
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The Barton Ball  
Bearing Option
All Barton blocks from series 0 
to size 7 offer the option of a 
high performance, low friction 
ball bearing sheave version. 

Barton Plain  
Bearing Blocks
All Barton plain bearing blocks 
have a precision moulded 
Acetal sheave running on a 
large diameter brass bearing, 
ensuring free running under the 
highest of loads.

The heart of a Barton block, ”The Sheave”

Plain bearing versus ball bearing sheaves
Always use a plain bearing sheave when used on a high static load; for example mast base, (main and genoa) mast head and kicker or when 
the sheave will be under a high load and the sheave will turn infrequently.

Ball bearing sheaves are ideal for mainsheet systems, spinnaker sheets and where fast constant adjustment are anticipated. 

Barton ball bearing sheaves are proven time and again to provide the best performance and efficiency in independent tests conducted 
by UK and European sailing magazines stating Barton is the “best buy” choice among the competition. 
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less rolling 
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Barton roller sheave

Plain bearing sheave Ball bearing sheave

Competitor roller sheave

Friction is reduced by 23% when using a Barton 
ball bearing sheave compaired to a plain sheave 23%

An explaination
Our design features twin rows of Acetal 
balls running on a large diameter centre 
boss. This enables the load bearing 
surface to be maximised over the greatest 
number of bearings, giving higher 
performance in all directions.

Ball bearing blocks to the unique Barton 
design bring you the possibility of upgrading 
your block systems at a realistic cost.




